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CLOUD NINE
Cloud Nine is a unique private event space customizable for a variety of affairs including:

- Corporate Receptions
- Corporate Dinners
- Product Launches
- Seated Dinners
- Cocktail Parties
- Graduations
- Retirement Parties
- Birthday Parties
- Baby Showers
- Rehearsal Dinners
- Bridal Showers
- Wedding Brunches
- Wedding Receptions
300 GUEST RECEPTION FLOOR PLAN

CLOUD NINE CAPACITY
Seated ~ 220 | Reception ~ 300
ELEVATED EVENTS
From the intimate to the elegant, personal to professional, events become more awe-inspiring from atop the iconic Reunion Tower.

Step out to the wrap-around balcony and enjoy cocktails while gazing at the skyline through powerful telescopes. This indoor/outdoor space may be reserved individually or along with Cloud Nine.

GEO-DECK
GEO-DECK
FLOOR PLAN

GEO-DECK CAPACITY
Seated ~ 80 | Reception ~ 150